
 

Fanuc Kfloppy 1 [BEST]

i have downloaded the kfloppy software and the robot controller software but i can't get the two to communicate. i need to get the robot controller to talk to the computer via rs232c cable. i have the connection diagrams and other bits of info but no instructions on how to connect the two. i'm trying to avoid paying fanuc or anyone else for software. i have not been able to download the kfloppy software from the link given on the lsi
website. i've tried everything and i'm either getting the error "package does not exist or is not yet installed" or the error "package not found" it just seems like the servers are down. any ideas anyone? can anyone tell me how to get the kfloppy software to work with the robot controller? i've tried all the tips given on the lsi kfloppy website and when i start the process the program doesn't load. i've tried it on windows xp and windows
7 but i get the same error. i'm not an electrical engineer so i'm not sure what i'm doing wrong. i've just been trying to get the robot to work and make it talk to the plc. i have the robot controller and plc but i need to connect them together. can anyone help with a link or an online tutorial or something? i've tried to follow the tips on the lsi website but no luck. thanks in advance for any help i have downloaded the kfloppy software and

the robot controller software and i can not get them to talk to each other. i've tried all the tips given on the lsi website and when i start the process the program doesn't load. i've tried it on windows xp and windows 7 but i get the same error. i'm not an electrical engineer so i'm not sure what i'm doing wrong. i've just been trying to get the robot to work and make it talk to the plc. i have the robot controller and plc but i need to
connect them together. can anyone help with a link or an online tutorial or something? i've tried to follow the tips on the lsi website but no luck. thanks in advance for any help
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Thank you for all the help. I've purchased 4 robots (2S-420i and 2S-550i) and now I'm faced with the challenge of configuring one to be an ET robot using the R-J2 controller
(which works fine with the rj2) If you could please give me any assistance that would be great. I want to setup a program that instructs the robots to move around and pick up
objects. Then use the angle data from the cameras to locate the objects by providing an XY coordinate to the robot as it is picking up the objects. I'm not sure if I'm asking the

right questions, but here is the link to the fanuc.net setup page for the robot that I'm using: http://www.fanuc.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=933&Itemid=1
Hello, I would appreciate any help you could give me, I'm dealing with a rj2 controller, trying to load the motion package from files on my laptop running on windows 10 to the
controller using an adapter cable serial to usb, what I understand is that I need to run Dosbox and then to call the kfloppy program, my question is this do I need to change the

pinout on this cable to the same as 9 to 25 pin cable configuration you posted here Hi, I have an RJ2 and managed to get into KFLoppy. From there i can choose the memory card
and start a job and when the job has finished it will run the save file function. The problem is that it takes too long to save the file. Is there a way to reduce the time it takes? I

have a six hour job with 2000 components. I was hoping I would only have to save the file for half an hour or something like that but it runs for around five hours until it finishes
saving. Thanx, TygerDawg. 5ec8ef588b
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